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Pete the Cat, Main Street Theater
Spring 2022
Director:  Daria Allen
Scenic:  Mark Lewis
Costume:  Victoria Nicolette Gist
Lighting:  David Gipson

In this staging of Pete the Cat, the titular picture book springs
to technicolor with rockin’ songs and vibrant colors.  With late 
50’s/early 60’s flair and custom foam sculpted wigs, this 
stylized production highlighted the uproarious show.

The Biddel family begins the show in 
mostly neutral tones, however after Pete’s 
introduction their whole life fills with color.

Creating recognizable silhouettes for the animal 
characters in anthropomorphized ways was one 
of the fun challenges of this piece and most 
were achieved through manipulating the shape 
of costumes and through headwear.

Renderings created with Procreate.

Jimmy and Pete’s silhouettes begin in stark 
contrast, with Pete loose and relaxed and 
Jimmy tight and restricted, but even at the 
beginning there is a common thread with 
the use of the color blue.



Innominate, The Catastrophic Theatre
Spring 2022
Director:  Afsaneh Aayani
Scenic:  Afsaneh Aayani
Costume:  Victoria Nicolette Gist
Lighting:  Hudson Davis

Innominate is an autobiographical movement piece devised 
by Afsaneh Aayani about her journey from war-torn Iran to 
America and the turmoil that she experiences.  In an 
oppressive, haunting sea of gray, the Girl struggles to navigate 
– swimming, drowning, treading water – to survive.

With the symbolism of eyes and sight being so prevalent in this piece, it 
seemed only natural that our Angel should harken back to biblical 
descriptions of various eyes and wings – something unnatural – but that our 
Angel should have various types of eyes – some glazed over, some crying, 
some bleeding gold, and some staring out in every direction.

What is seen and what is chosen to be seen was a 
huge concept for this piece – simultaneously feeling 
constantly watched as well as not feeling seen at all –
and so the ensemble evolved into the “Eyeball People” 
or the Eyes very early in the shows development

Renderings created with Photoshop and Procreate

The Girl is our vehicle through this piece and must be 
tracked through a sea of gray and so a solid bold color 
was needed to identify her.  She explores so many
emotions in the show (passion, grief, love, pain) and all 
of those brought one color to mind – RED.


















